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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,the end of the century approaches at a gallop now,we can hear the trumpets tuning up,but as man has grown in years and knowledge has he also progressed in terms of happiness and a truer understanding of the human condition.There are those that argue that it was the Enlightenment which gave birth to the idea of the possibility of progress.The biblical account of time which had held until the 18th century,was replaced by a conceit which put man,not God at the centre of the story of progress.But do we still believe in that story? Have we reached what's been called "the end of history" and the culmination of man's evolution? Was the Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges right,when he said, "We've stopped believing in progress,what progress that is?".With me to discuss this is Anthony O'Hare (???),Professor of Philosophy at the University of Bradford,and author of "After Progress:Finding the Old Way Forward" and the psychoanalyst and writer,Adam Phillips,who is author of "Darwin's Worms",which has also been published recently.Anthony O'Hare,can we define terms a little here? Progress is such a huge concept,do you want to differentiate between material progress and moral progress?

Anthony O'Hare : Yes I mean,obviously over the past few centuries there's been immense progress in science,in technology,in medical developments,material comfort generally,and also on peaceable and democratic arrangements,and I think in a way,the Enlightenment,the European Enlightenment has developed and extended this idea of progress,so that it moves into other areas where I think it's more questionable.According to the Enlightenment,negatively what we have to do is to get rid of superstition,repression,religion,old traditions and allegiances.Positively,if we have rational modern political social arrangements starting from scratch,we can then produce a society which is to some extent ideal,and more fundamentally,if we see human beings demythologised in scientific terms people will be able to pursue happiness untrammelled and unrestrained.
[Sounds okay to me,what's the catch? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you see material and moral progress as being bound together? Can you see that people's material progress will make them kinder to each other,less likely to be insane,with vengeance and cruelty?

Anthony O'Hare :  Errm,it may do but I think that the sort of image of mankind which comes out of this Enlightenment notion of progress basing it on scientific thought,leads to an image of human beings which is not flattering to ourselves [In whose opinion? -LB],which actually undermines our ideals [Whose ideals? It doesn't undermine mine-LB],and if you think of Goya's famous picture about the sleep of reason bringing forth monster,I would say,if you're thinking of Enlightenment reason,it's reason that brings forth monsters,in the sense that it shows us not to be creatures with high aspirations and able to reach them,but simply scientifically determined beings,determined by forces of society and by Darwinian explanations just having to survive and reproduce and so on.

[Such scientific views issue a challenge to show why such intuitive notions that we think we should have,should have any basis at all.In other words we're forced to show why we should rise above just a base creature,rather than just assuming that we are more than a base creature.Far from demeaning humans,it forces us to explain why we think we're more than just biology.Actually science also provides the answer to that,and so far from bringing forth monsters,it allows us to place our intuitive notions about the human condition on a factual basis.It also provides good reason FOR aspiration.Anthony's view is that tired old "Science reduces me to merely a bag of chemicals" argument which is pitifully antiquated.Science is not reductionist.Bizarrely,religion diminishes the human condition by negating freewill and making slaves of humans to gods.People feel that science diminishes them,but actually it is religion that does so,science lifts humans to the level of gods, paraphrased by "scientists are playing god" when referring to genetics.Religion says to aspire to the realm of gods is sacrilegious,and that we should not aspire.Religion demeans human beings.Science trumpets them as the only real power that has any meaning -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  We've brought forth monsters way before the age of reason.I've just been reading Ted Hughes's translation of  Alcestes (??) and (indistinct) and there are monsters there alright. Genghis Khan was a bit of a monster,reason or not.I don't think we needed the age of reason to teach us to be monsters,Anthony.

Anthony O'Hare :   But I think what we have to do is to look at the particular nature of the monsters, which reason is bringing forth.

[Peter Atkins in "Counterblast" said "People are working hard to undermine science and are succeeding",it looks like Anthony is one of the protagonists of unreason -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   But let's get back this idea of progress.Now do you think.....? Now you're not giving......I mean....people say "Look,if you're better fed,better off,better clothed,housed,roof over your heads,you don't have to worry about a living",you have material progress in that simple diurnal sense,then you're in a better position to behave less badly,do you agree with that?

Anthony O'Hare :  Erm......in some ways of course you're not going to struggle and fight and kill people, but it may not actually produce satisfaction or happiness,and...well I was just going to say that we're told that in quantitative terms,more and more people are now feeling that they lack self esteem....

Melvyn Bragg :  How can you possibly measure that? [Super Mel's on the case! -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :  Well......

Melvyn Bragg :   What quantitative terms do we have to compare with the 17th century of the 14th century,where are the statistics? You can't.....and actually you throwing happiness into the balance is like throwing a gobbet of air in balance against a sort of a ton of grain.How can you measure happiness? One person's happiness is another person's unhappiness.I don't think we would get anywhere with happiness.

Anthony O'Hare :  Well,no I quite agree,that's what I was going to say [A likely story -LB],I think actually our concentration on happiness is misplaced,because....and that itself is a product of Enlightenment thinking,and utilitarianism.I think that the concentration on happiness,itself produces discontents,and it takes us away from other ideals that we might have in our lives,such as dignity,integrity,creativity,honour,fidelity,continence,proving a theorem,writing a book.
[You've just redeemed yourself Anthony,I totally agree -LB].

Melvyn Bragg : That's enough to be going on with.Adam Phillips,what....how would you define progress?

Adam Phillips : Well,I think one of the advantages of living in a pluralist culture,is that you're going to have many competing versions of what progress might be.It would seem to me that we're only going to have an idea of morality and an idea of progress once we achieve a certain level of economic well-being.That people have to be fed,there has to be minimal conditions,then people have some space in which they might begin to think about what kind of lives they want to lead.

[That may happen,and it may be the ideal,but I think what really happens is that once those basic needs are satisfied the process of economic need is continued to provide even better basic levels of material satisfaction and there isn't a point at which space is created for other things.For some individuals may be but most people never seem to get beyond seeking ever more basic material improvements.Economic well-being just increases its lowest level,that's why we say we have a better basic standard of living than say the third world.If "other things" filled the space when basic material needs were fulfilled,then society would be not much materially better of than the third world,but spiritually and creatively well-off.This doesn't appear to be the case.I don't think most people see that there is anything more to life than material needs.It's probably the case that people living a hand-to-mouth existence don't prioritise high level ideas.Having said that third world people in interviews are surprisingly more philosophical and thoughtful than many Westerners with the "space" to allocate to such things.Perhaps there lack of economic development makes them less greedy and have more "space" to fill,lacking material things to fill that "space".People with very little materials have to have ideas and thoughts in order to solve practical problems of survival.Resting on our laurels and having the apathetic attitudes that our society displays,it seems we take for granted that we will survive materially,and therefore there is no need to try or think,as there is no purpose for it -LB]

So that once people can economically survive,they can start having ideas and thoughts.I think the advantage of living the way we do now,is that there really are competing and conflicting ideals.We really are living in a multicultural society,people have very different ideas,both of what progress is,and very interesting ideas about why there shouldn't be such a thing as progress.

[This is true.The idea of "back to X" ie "back to basics" of the conservatives and New Age Medievalism all point to contingents arguing for a halt or digress or a return to some "halcyon" period when things were much better.I think it's hooey,we never had it so good,and just because progress is going full tilt they're feeling carsick.The only worry I have is about how good a driver is in the car.Progress is a direct result of survival.To halt it defeats mankind's existence.As is shown by Ilya Prigogine in "Order out of Chaos" civilisation and progress results from basic requirements to fulfil the basic material needs.Such simulations as "Sim City" show how inevitable are the problems and build up and interconnectedness of modern systems -LB]

This must be historically unprecedented,I would have thought.
[And all the more insidious coming  prior to millennium celebrations,as this will be used as a rouse to "bring forth monsters" and all sorts of unreason like aliens coming,or end of the world scenarios on the back of Y2K.If reason was given due credit,none of this nonsense would happen.We could make progress without any "playing god" scenarios.We are the gods-human beings.We are in charge,not deities.If we make mistakes -we pay for it,so it is a good idea to be as informed as possible.We have never had such an opportunity to be AS informed as now.It is necessary for all people to be ready and on the ball to check that scientific progress is moral and ethical,or social development relies on everyone taking part and having an interest.This was shown by the governments' phrase "stake holder" which suggested that all had a vested interest in the outcome.We do,and so there is an onus to take notice,listen,think,and respond,rather than having sour grapes,that some perceived halcyon view is not accommodated.We live in a progressive scientific technological civilisation,not living up to the challenges this creates,will lead to its downfall,to the detriment of everyone.All the things that are taken for granted,all the amenities and technology rely on science being seen in a good light.Running it down and making a mockery of its basis - reason,only shoots ourselves in the foot.Buses are not at the pole,there isn't a bomber on the moon,Graham Hancock doesn't know what he is talking about, there aren't faces on Mars left by other civilisations,stars do not align with pyramids,and aliens don't abduct people.The sooner we give up such bunkum and start facing up to our responsibilities the better -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think progress is possible,moral progress is possible?

[I'm not sure you can have a distinct direction to moral progress,you can only have moral change. Progress assumes a teleology to moral progress,whilst this might be true in closed systems such as religious moralities,in an open society one can't really get better or worse,except perhaps with respect to what has gone before,but even that is a subjective value judgement.Of course this is an anathema to moral crusaders such as the religious,who think they know what's right and wrong -LB]

Adam Phillips :  Yes,I mean I think the Platonic question "can virtue be taught?" is a very interesting one.I think it seems to me,clear that people learn things,people are curious about being good and bad,and I think the reason the question is not generally answerable [Note that it does require a REASON to explain why not -LB],is because as you've implied,people have very different ideas about what progress would entail.For me it would be progress to live in a culture in which there was less humiliation [And exploitation? -LB].It seems to be the best possible moral project for a culture would be,to diminish humiliation.

Melvyn Bragg :  But you could do a lot more progress in sort of grand headline terms as well.I would consider that it was moral progress when largely inspired by British men and women,slavery was abolished [Yes and well we all might consider it to be progress,but is our mutual assent what defines it as such? -LB].

Adam Phillips :   Yes.Exactly.

Melvyn Bragg : Now I would say that is progress,would you agree?
 [But a slave trader and those having a cushy living on the backs of slaves and racism would NOT agree,they would see it as power slipping away from them,and their economic standard of living slipping.Another example of how the basic economic standard greedily becomes larger without any thought to ethical or moral considerations.Far from opening up "space",those who had slaves had plenty of opportunity to consider moral or ideas beyond basic needs,but they didn't,they continued getting more greedy,with no high minded concerns for the welfare of those people whose backs they made a living off.If they had reached a point of "space" then they would have discerned the immorality of slavery,but they didn't,they selfishly held on to it to supply ever more amounts of luxury in terms of material gain -LB]

Adam Phillips :   Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  That's moral progress

Adam Phillips :    For sure. [So certain are you,thinking deeply you are not.With the force not are you -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  That was also based on a certain level of material comfort.If you're a deeply cynical Marxist,you'd say "The Brits have made an awful lot of money out of the slave trade,now they could afford to get rid of it and make everybody else get rid of it.Nevertheless,it's moral progress.

[Only if slavery is immoral.In Thomas More's Utopia,thieves are made essentially into slaves on a seemingly legitimate basis,much as some would use criminals for vivisection tests rather than innocent animals.If their is a moral basis for slavery then giving up slavery is not necessarily moral progress.It is a value judgement being made here.It is not absolutely progressive -LB]

Adam Phillips : Mmmm,absolutely.

Melvyn Bragg :  Would you agree with that?

Anthony O'Hare :  Erm,yes I think that the idea of getting rid of slavery was indeed moral progress which, to an extent was made possible by material comfort,material well-being,material progress.

[But that material progress was IMMORAL in the first place,by the same standards.If there has been moral progress,then what came before by definition must be less moral.So upon what basis was slavery used; to fulfil people's basic needs? They were hardly basic.Greed caused the material pursuit and used immoral slavery to attain it,and only when there really wasn't any further up that could have been reached in material terms was it suggested that slavery was not needed.I doubt it was done on moral or compassionate grounds.Even if it was,it is the height of hypocrisy to make such a decision on moral grounds after exploiting people in such an immoral way.Setting themselves up as holier-than-thou by abolishing slavery after using people as they saw fit is hardly moral progress.Moral progress would be not to have seen slavery as pertinent in the first place.Such use of people is rather like using a horse all its life to work land and then putting it in a field and presuming it to think itself lucky to spend its retirement in a field of grass with shelter and water.The animal should be "thankful".What rot.No one should feel honoured to be exploited,even if they receive good treatment post-exploitation. Moral progress will happen when life is viewed as something other than a material possession.Babies are viewed as objects,animals are viewed as things to be owned or used or as possessions.Genes are patented as if they are someone's invention.Man can manipulate life,but he doesn't own it.Reaching the status of a god,requires the responsibility and thinking and compassion and mercy that a god theoretically would have.We can't act like spoilt brats any more,getting our own selfish way regardless of the consequences.Our own civilisation depends on a change of attitude;a growing up and accepting our responsibility as Guardians of Earth,although is a bit twee put like that,it is still the responsibility we face.As Drummond says in "Inherit the Wind","we must abandon our faith in the pleasant poetry of Genesis".Superstition and silly quaint myths have little role in the future of mankind -LB]

What I think......where I think things become more questionable on moral progress is that the images of humanity which science is presenting us with,undermine the idea of man as something spiritual, something capable of high aspiration. [That's just NOT true.That is an emotionally based mythical view of science prior to now -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Which images are they?

Anthony O'Hare :  Sorry?

Melvyn Bragg : Which images are they?

Anthony O'Hare :  The images provided by Freud,Darwin,Marx.

Melvyn Bragg :  Which images? Can you just be specific,so that the listeners click in with this? Which particular images are you talking about?

Anthony O'Hare :  Yes.Well,Darwin says that "we are here on Earth simply to compete to survive and reproduce". [Ref: InoutmE1.wri]

[Notice that Anthony has quoted 3 DEAD people whose ideas though powerful are not representative of modern views.The fact that these people are dead indicates how in touch with modern ideas Anthony is.At a very basic fundamental level we ARE here only to survive and reproduce.But modern ideas in consciousness show that we are not merely chemical automatons -LB]

Freud tells us that many of our beliefs and practices are actually not as we think they are,but simply the engine of the unconscious.

[And he's absolutely correct.Many of the nonsense believed today comes by thinking that the unconscious suggestions indicating inner fears and turmoil has as much validity as the real world.This is silly.As an indicator of how on the nail Freud was,he is beginning to find favour with Neurobiologists such as Sue Greenfield,because his views align favourably with findings in brain biology.It's just sour grapes on Anthony's part that there are reasons to demystify the human being.
We don't need or want a bit of us that we don't understand and never can know.We don't wish to be ignorant.The unknown part is not a source of aspiration or greatness,it is a source of angst and bedevilment.We don't know if there is a biological basis in the brain for antisocial tendencies,this ignorance means we can't stop it.Explaining how someone creates a work of genius or art,does not destroy it or diminish it,it amplifies it,because we understand why it came to be.It's not mysterious any more.The mysteries of man that have plagued us are not to be worshipped as "The bit of us that provides all or good qualities" but should be reviled for the irritating unknown ingredients that they are.The whole of psychology is based on the premise that there is an explanation for human action and behaviour.If parts of us remain a mystery then psychology is pointless,and we should leave "mindless" criminals to do what they will,as we will never know what if anything is wrong with them.There is no upper limit or special place that should remain behind closed doors,forever secreted from mankind's gaze.This is just superstitious rubbish,and the fear of people that think they are being robbed of their soul.The idea is that they are being told the content of a film prior to watching it,and that their life will not be worth living,it will have been rendered void.They like the uncertainty,they like the ignorance, they like the mystery.Yet they seek to predict the future and foretell,using spirits and dead relatives and tea leaves etc.They do not want man reduces to a set of equations that make him an automaton,but wish to know the future because they fear uncertainty.But that mysterious part is the epitome of uncertainty so how can you love uncertainty and fear it at the same time.Anything is possible in this bizarre irrational world.
 But wait! Science DOESN'T reduce man to an automaton,it doesn't take away his freedom or freewill,it doesn't take way his creativity.Far from it.It is the SOURCE of all this.Quantum Physics says we are free in a free universe,physical and mathematical investigations are as much a source of creativity as art.Non linear,QP and chaotic equations mean that man can never distinctly be reduced to an automaton in principle.Contrariwise religious myths take away freewill,and take the source of all greatness out of man's hands and out of his reach.Comprehension and understanding become vain and wasteful pursuits.The worry that science brings is rendering whole things into parts with no value given to the collection of parts.This was shown distinctly in Jonathan Miller's "Attack of the Killer Tomatoes" (Ref Green File:Miller1.htm) where the geneticist failed to understand the idea that there was a value to the organism in terms of the sum of the parts being less than the whole,but then as James Gleick said in "Chaos" biologists were the last to pick up on the implications of the new maths.It is scientists who still think in a reductionist fashion that present a worry.But religion and superstition are more worrying -LB]

I think that they destroy our perceptions of ourselves as rational moral beings.

[It might not be a reality that we are rational moral beings.Most people I have met or have seen are irrational and in some cases immoral,so upon what basis are we rational and moral,and whose morality should we be subscribing to? Morality isn't objectively defined.I would like to think that brains are fundamentally rational,and that irrationality is a warped and dysfuntioning brain,but I can't prove it.
The human condition seems to engender rationality,morality,irrationality and immorality,and so any perception that we are moral and rational is just that - a perception - a myth or opinion -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  That's.....as Adam Phillips's new book "Darwin's Worms" is about Darwin and Freud and smack on this subject would you come in on that?

Adam Phillips : Well,it's very difficult I think to talk about mankind and images and so on.It seems in some ways rather abstract.If you read Darwin and Freud,you find a multiplicity of images of people,all the time they're evolving stories about what they think people are.I don't think that....I mean it depends what...I suppose it depends what one values [It certainly does,which is why Anthony is awry -LB].I don't feel that Darwin's account,even if we take it as starkly as you put it,that the project,that as Nietzsche says,"We're clever animals",the project is to survive and reproduce,that doesn't seem to be in and of itself diminishing [Exactly -LB].
 Neither does Freud's account of satisfaction seem in and of itself diminishing,because I suppose I would want to know,why....how our lives would be better without Darwin and Freud.

[That's exactly why I can't understand the religious attacking Darwin.What difference would it make to eradicate him? Would we be in any better position now? Of course not.And what would supply the same explanation in lieu of him.No serious person can advocate that NO change has occurred through history.That change would then require an explanation.It already has a pretty good one,so why get rid of it,just because of an emotional knee-jerk reaction without understanding precisely what Darwin said? Evolution has been blamed for misalignment of planets,the lack of chemicals and radiation,we are apparently formed from monkeys which is a distortion,creation is presumed to be evolution's antithesis which is untrue.All this through fear brought about through belief and acting emotionally an irrationally.We are better for Freud and Darwin's contributions not worse off -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Continue...sorry I wasn't interrupting.

Adam Phillips :   No I just wanted to ask Anthony this question,I mean,if you feel critical of them, and you feel in some ways we're being given an impoverished view,

[It may be a true view as opposed to a mythical view which makes man much more than he really is.The truth hurts -LB]

I wonder how our lives would be better,if there hadn't been a Darwin or a Freud?

Anthony O'Hare : Well, (stutters) I ...I...it seems to me that Darwin may well be providing a correct account of biological evolution.The question that still remains is,the extent to which human behaviour and human culture allows us to transcend what Darwin himself calls "the one general law leading to the advancement of all organic beings",this is a quotation from Darwin,namely multiply,vary,let the strongest live,and the weakest die.Now if you pursue Darwinian theory into the human realm,what we would be told,and to an extent we are told this by Darwin himself in "The Descent of Man" is that our practices,our institutions,our behaviour,is all designed to enable us to let the strongest live and let weakest die.

[Like Freud,if you take a wide enough view you see the genius of how right the view is.Even though Darwin's is not a social theory.The essential nature of humans appears to be a self considerate evil brute who will trample anyone and everyone to get what they want,and if some die,so be it.Even our societies work like this by killing innocents to maintain oil supplies.Its all survival of the fittest. Locally some individuals might not be like this,but the net effect is like it is in nature between species and sometimes between members of the same group.Apes will kill apes if they see an opportunity to rise socially and pass on genes.But WE are not apes,even if we are related to them.

Anthony admits that this is a BIOLOGICAL theory.
Pursuit into the social realm and using this theory as a basis for social behaviour is not valid.Don't forget Darwin was living in reductionist times,and his theory is OLD.Darwin does not have non-linear systems dynamics or emergent behaviour systems to draw from.The Prisoner's Dilemma shows how altruism and selfishness form an intertwined problem. Most people will act selfishly to self preserve but its not always appropriate.In Michael Laver's book "The politics of private Desire" is shown how selfishness maybe the underlying principle,but such a basis necessitates working in groups or forming alliances sometimes in order to fulfil the selfish needs. In order to remain in power,a businessman may hire a body guard,because the body guard has the muscles the business man needs to stay in a powerful position.
 Some social systems have been based on premises like let the weakest die,and used biological theories to justify themselves.But it is the use of the theory as a basis that is misplaced,not the attributes of the theory itself.Nature IS red in tooth and claw and ruthlessly opportunistic,but this does not mean that human societies have to ape (pardon the pun) the biological theory in social terms. Indeed it is silly to do so,the social process of not caring for the weak does not have more or less validity because a biological theory says that's what happens naturally.This does not justify it.Man maintains that he is not JUST nature,and that he is something MORE.If this is true then he ought to be able to rise above the mere biological autonomic processes and THINK.
 Perhaps this is an area where FEELING and EMOTION are pertinent.On a sheer incompassionate basis the holocaust was legitimised in terms such as the weak are a waste or second rate people exist. But it FEELS wrong to kill lots of innocent people.We feel that if anyone is going to be killed at all they should have done some wrong.But wrong is a matter of opinion,so in lieu of being able to figure any legitimisation of killing,no killing should occur,thus the baying mob who call for capital punishment for criminals have no basis to perform this act.One might even suggest that moral progress comes with not killing killers.I certainly prefer living in times when people are not hung for stealing loaves of bread (See Utopia) -LB]

Now it seems to me,that this gives a completely false account of human life and human nature,in particular areas which,I mean I can go into in a minute,but maybe you'd want to come back on that?

Adam Phillips :  Well,I mean there are two things that occur to me.One is that,obviously we are in a position to contest Darwin's account,and I think the risk is that the rhetoric of this is very powerful. When one is talking about the strongest surviving,it's...the risk is it evokes images of kind of supermen [Exactly,but that's not what it means.It means "best suited to an environment" -LB], something like this.It seems to me,we could produce a political culture in which the strongest people were the kindest for example [There's that too,what the interpretation of "strongest" is -LB].That all the time Darwin gives us space to work out what it is about ourselves that we want to value most [Exactly -LB] and do our best to promote,and back.
[In short Darwin is read too literally and at face value,much as religious texts are.One has to use deeper use than that -LB
 I don't think he's saying "It's simply a question of the physically strongest survive".He's saying that certain qualities,and they're always historically indeterminate, are going to enable us to survive better in certain environments.

[Exactly it's totally naive to suppose that "strongest" literally means strongest.The Galapagos finches show that.It is subtle alteration in beak shape to adapt to food stuffs that was the parameter that fitted "strongest" in that case.Strongest means "most well adapted to circumstances",and in that no one can predict what the criteria are,it is ludicrous to base a social structure upon what you think is the operative parameter.This was Hitler's mistake.It may have been that blue eyed blonde haired people were prone to cancer and thus represented a predisposed weak or ill-fated set of individuals.he could not have known this,and so was choosing parameters that HE THOUGHT were the "strongest".This was the madness of Hitler,not of Darwin.Hitler and others like him are making a fundamental error.
 In the first place upon what basis does a biological theory lend credence to a social one? And secondly even if it did,you can't possibly know what criteria are valid choices,so its fallacious to try to exploit this process -LB]

I......

Melvyn Bragg :   I mean I.......

Adam Phillips :  Yes,go on.

Melvyn Bragg :   I mean I prefer the word "fittest",because you can be fitter....a sort of a gentle cunning can be the fitter way to survive,just as much as a bloke or a blokess with a huge club, thumping people,I totally agree with Adam there.I don't think what he's saying actually necessarily gets in the way of characteristics and virtues more commonly associated with religious morality.I don't see that they are at each other's throats.

Anthony O'Hare : Well,I mean I've....the strongest was actually his word,and he hardly uses the word fittest,in fact.But I...if Adam's telling me that Darwin leaves plenty of space for other ideals,other activities,that's fine,that's...so we'd be in agreement there,then the question would be,where is one going to to get the ideals of kindness,abolishing slavery,I say fidelity,courage,magnanimity,all kinds of  things that don't seem in themselves to have much to with survival and reproduction.

[The suggestion is that these things are "good" things and qualities that exist regardless of whether survival is the basic tenet.The idea seems to be that altruism is counter to selfish survival.But if the human race or parts of it are seen as an organism then individuals acts of consideration or kindness make perfect sense in terms of survival.They are merely looking out for the welfare of the group, however unconsciously or subliminally,likewise a violent mob could be seen as a virus attacking the organism of society and perhaps demonstrators as white cells checking a cancer that is perceived to be in the system.There is also a mistake that these qualities represent ideals or things that all people should aspire to,whether or not they would be mutually acceded to as "good qualities" doesn't make them inherently good.What is needed is an objective frame of reference,and there isn't one (See R.Pirsig).Anthony is positing his own values as those that are something better than other values. Robin hood stole to feed the poor.Stealing is perhaps considered not to be a good quality,but feeding the poor might be considered a good one by Anthony perhaps,how would he reconcile the two actions. The "greater good" that appears to be a consequence of stealing to feed the poor makes biological sense if you see "the poor" as an organism or unit,people are then like cells in a body trying to survive mutually by combining their strengths and fending of attacks on each others Achilles heels.Anthony's view poses a problem for him because it is too limited in scope -LB]

Now the Darwinian account doesn't explain these.
 [It's not supposed to it is a biological theory not a social one,but even so,as above,it can make a quite good attempt to do so,in terms of mutual survival.Organisms are not just isolated units,but form groups,in order to mutually survive -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  They could have everything to do with survival.Everything you've said there could have everything to do with survival,depending on the society you construct [Exactly -LB].Every single example you gave there.

Anthony O'Hare : Well .....

Adam Phillips :  You see if the question is "where are our ideals going to come from?",the answer is "they are going to come from us" [In lieu of an objective framework,we work by mutual assent -LB]. That we,as clever animals are going to achieve on the basis of rhetoric and persuasion,some kind of consensus about what it is that we as a group,depending on how you define the group are going to value,
[I like this guy ,he knows what he's talking about -LB]
and that's then going to be promoted as an ideal.

[Which means that theoretically you can have "bad",in the religious sense, ideas promoted as ideals much to the consternation of those who think they what's wrong and right for others.Of course there is no "wrong and right" there is only what will be accommodated by the group,by mutual assent or pressures to conform etc -LB]

It doesn't seem to me that Darwin tells us anything specific about what we have to do morally.

[Exactly,he has left "space" because it is a biological theory,not a social theory.It merely states what is presumed to be going on at an organism level,not at the level of group behaviour per se.Nor does he say what SHOULD be taking place socially -LB]

It seems to me he leaves us a lot of room to work out exactly what it is,which values we want to treat as the most valuable and the "fittest",for the kind of world we want to make.

[If evolution is extended into a social domain,it is only suggesting the mechanism for change,that some ideas will fair better than others and survive on the basis of whether they fit people's requirements or not.It is not suggesting what requirements we should have or not have.The fact that some ideas will fair better than others is so common sense and obvious,one wonders why so many people have such a problem with evolution as a biological theory,or even if it is applied to the development of ideas in a group.It is obvious that there is "change".Evolution merely shows what kind of a process is behind that change.I don't see what's so frightening about it,such that it gets people in a flurry.Judging by the amount of retaliation and rebuke the idea gets from those with vested interests in maintaining belief systems one would suggest that Darwin must be correct,since if he was so wrong,then his view would not constitute a threat to such beliefs.It clearly does constitute a threat (although it shouldn't) and so if Darwin is so awry,what are such people,getting so upset about? They must see that the the truth challenges their assumptions in a powerful fashion.A view that is wrong or so unworkable as they suggest would hardly have the power to constitute such a threat.It does have this power since they argue vociferously against it,so it must have some truth -LB]

I don't think Darwin produces a simply a legitimation [That's not a word is it?-LB]of global capitalism.

Melvyn Bragg :   Can we bring......er can we bring Freud into this now,and maybe bring the idea.....let's just explore a bit the ideas of where do......? I was a bit abrupt about that,I didn't say anything I didn't believe in,but I was rather elliptical a couple of minutes ago.....er where ....where can these ideas.....these ideas of magnanimity,and so on,are these...? Do these come because of the way we construct society or is there something "in us" which religious people,of course believe profoundly that it has been revealed.....? What does Freud have to say about this Adam?

Adam Phillips :   I think Freud believes that we are in a sense,culturally informed [We carry ideas over generations as to what works and what doesn't in order for the most good to exist for most people,hopefully -LB],that we bring into the world what we would now think of as a genetic inheritance,
[Darwin thought that their were "gamules" and that inheritance passed in the blood.Such an idea would mean that a trait would become weaker over time or be diminished or mixed up,this led to the ideas that upset the "whites" thinking that they would have their "pure" blood rendered part black,and that they would be racially impure,which probably Hitler thought too.Genetics shows that it isn't that simple.Most traits to not get "watered down" and some spontaneously occur.There really is no such thing as "purity",this is our idea imposed on the genetic structure.Every individual is unique even though some are more similar than others.We are 99% + genetically similar to chimpanzees,but it is silly to think that the human/chimp population would be rendered "impure" by allowing Orang Utan and Gorilla DNA into the population.Purity assumes that there is an ideal state,which there isn't.Individual white supremists may carry disease genes,or have a common ancestor with a red Indian in the recent past.Ultimately all white supremists have common ancestors with all other races and so their idea of "pure" is just their belief,it is not a true fact,so Darwinian evolution shows how unfounded racism is,because it is absurd to suggest that really there is any real fundamental differences via race.It maybe that there are some,indeed there would not be any idea of race if there were not biological differences, but this is no basis on which to place value judgements like "better" or "worse".Any presumed"superiority" comes from the value judgement of the group in question about what qualities are valuable.Evolution makes no claim about what is valuable other than what suits an environment,so racist ideas have their basis in social groups,and cultural ideas not in biological theories -LB]

and then this is like a set of predispositions,and these then are culturally formed,and we can transform the culture through our genetic inheritance.So I don't think he's...Freud is an innatist in some absolute sense,he doesn't believe that all the ideas are already inside us.What he does believe I think,is that what is already inside us is some kind of biological instinctual life,which them meets the culture we happen to be born into.

Melvyn Bragg :   You say in your book,"if we ditched redemption,or dreams of perfect happiness,then we might be less unhappy,or more happy",I think you say "more happy",which seems to be.....not an attack on because you don't write in that way,but it seems to question,the promises of organised religion.
[Ahhhh that's why I like him -LB]

Adam Phillips :   Yes I think that,for me,one of the interesting things about Freud and Darwin in a different way,as I say in the book,is that they seem to imply that some of our ideals,are in a way,ways of not living in the so-called real world,that to have an ideal,to have an aspiration,in some way is to live in a kind of future state.One's never present,one's always aspiring towards something else.So one of the things that Freud is very interesting about,is how we use ideals as refuges,as ways of protecting ourselves from the world as well as ways...as we're making the world.

[The religious and mystic types though take this too far.It becomes bloated out of all proportion as a means of escape from dealing with reality.Life after death means that this world is so bad that only death can be better,to the extent that some prefer death,or live such a frightened life that they may as well be dead.The ruthlessness of nature in not paying any real attention to human values makes staying alive in a world without a chaperone who looks after you a scary prospect,it means that you're on your own recognisance and your actions reap your own consequences which you alone have to deal with. The religious answer to this is to cling to other scared people and believe that they will be saved from such a hell hole by a compassionate God who will give them better circumstances.I don't see Earth as a hell hole.It is up to those who think that life needs to be better to actually do something about it,instead of praying for a miracle.If their is a basic dissatisfaction with how things are,then only human beings can do anything about it,and retiring out of life and waiting for death helps no one,especially those doing the retiring,since they have to sit by and watch the scenes and ideas which they find abhorrent.If they accepted what existed instead of trying to live a fairy tale,then maybe there wouldn't be so many things wrong,and there'd be more people available to set things right,whatever that means -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  So you're pred.....you're predicating a relativism about life all the time?

Adam Phillips :  Yes. [If only everyone accepted that values can only currently be relative in an open society,and tried to deal with things might progress -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   And that relativism has more chance of catching on to some of the truths,than any sort of absolutism?

Adam Phillips :  Yes,that it's going to be less inclined ideally,to produce marginal people.

[Exactly.Religious absolutism and fervour segregates people into closed communities that have separate absolute values.Admitting that there are no absolute values allows a continuous dialogue about what people think should be valued in a dynamic way.Static values only work in closed systems.Ours is not a closed system,therefore absolutism cannot function,so the Jehovah's Witnesses are wasting their time.Compromise can only be achieved when everyone admits that they don't know what right and wrong actually are,and we can decide on the hoof as it were what things work and what doesn't.Unfortunately this means that the lowest common denominator is liable to be the level of what is regarded as okay. Such a situation has led to individuals suggesting that no one can tell them how to live and that they can do what they please and not be judged.This is not workable since this is NO morality,and we would have to allow all criminals to do what they pleased without judgement.Clearly there is a level that is intolerable,and that marker as to what is allowable should be as high a standard as possible,not as low as possible.The problem is in determining what "high" and "low" mean -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Well,Anthony?

Anthony O'Hare : Well ..... I mean,I'd like to take up two points really.I mean I thought it was interesting that Adam said that we would develop through persuasion and rhetoric.I would hope that we would develop through reason [Not the unreason of religion then? -LB] and perhaps in a general sense piety [Peyote???? (See Pirsig) -LB].He also said that we are "transforming our culture",and of course I agree with that,and that's part of my complaint about the Enlightenment view of man.If I can mention another figure who I think is a very significant commentator on all of this,it's Nietzsche.

[I should check myself here,just because people are dead doesn't render their views inadequate or less powerful,but it does mean that they are not modern and may be out of date or have lack of relevance to what is happening now.The indicator of the esteem in which historical things are held is how relevant they continue to be regardless of time elapsed.A note to myself however tenuous,is that last night's film "A kiss before dying" starts with Nietzsche's "God is dead",and the lecturer refers to "spiritual programming" which I assume is correlated here with "inateness" -LB]

Now Nietzsche said that in the past,people loved the Olympian gods more than they deserved to be loved.They loved the god of Abraham,Isaac and Jacob,more than he deserved to be loved,and they loved the god of the new testament more than he deserved to be loved.Nevertheless,in this loving, they gave themselves aspirations and structures which,according to Nietzsche,allowed us to escape chaos,anarchy and a situation in which we ceased to have genuine respect for each other.Now it seems to me that it's a very open question as to whether,in the absence of higher ideals,which I suspect Adam will call "refuges",it would...it is going to be possible to sustain an understanding of the respect for the individual,which I am sure we all want to......

[If the gods are seen as the creation of man that they are,they merely reflect man's capriciousness and maliciousness,and do not represent and ideal to be aspired to.Moreover,if the gods in any way represent an ideal,then it takes away man's capacity to define what his ideals should be on the hoof,since there is a representation already in existence.Such gods can be used as a rouse to postulate some authority's ideal and control the people on the basis of this ideal.In fact this has happened and is still happening in mainstream religion.The congregation do not,even if in control,of their own mind, have the capacity to decide what is right as they see it,since it is already provided.This means that they don't have to think about hard questions about morality,since the answers already exist (someone's answers; not the truth).Gods render man powerless.I maintain that man is powerful and that he does not need myths in order to have aspirations.Man has charted the inner planets of the solar system without any help from gods and seen to the edges of the universe,with no sign of any god. Scientists,religious or not,aspire to understand and comprehend,regardless of any faith.Personally I have aspirations and do not have diminishing respect for individuals without such an ideal.I create my own ideals,it can be done without gods.Man is the only power that exists (save perhaps nature).This view is only arrogant if one presumes that their is a higher authority.Nature is really the only thing more powerful as a tidal wave or typhoon will demonstrate.Myths and superstitions only denigrate man to the level of a puppet.The only deterioration in my capacity to respect,is with regard to those who continue to postulate such myths and superstitions as realities.It is time to move on and grow up and admit that we are under our own recognisance,scary though it may be -LB]

Adam Phillips :   I accept that,but.....

Anthony O'Hare :  ....cling to.

Adam Phillips :  ....but I think there are two sides to this coin,because I think the other side of this,is that we know that terrible things have been done in the name of high ideals.That people fought.... people are prepared to kill for ideas.

[Whilst I hold reason in the utmost esteem,I'm not sure I would kill for it,since it would defeat it's own object.Not killing seems to be a self-sustaining premise by following reason.Contrariwise belief in not killing as an axiom seems to allow people to kill to protect the laws which say that killing is wrong.Because such beliefs are unreasonable and irrational it is possible to actually break the same laws that are being protected,in order to protect them.In other words belief allows you to defeat your own object,and be a complete hypocrite."I would kill to protect a law which says 'Thou shalt not kill'" is an absurdity that only unsubstantiated irrational belief is capable of extolling -LB]

This is an absolutely astonishing fact.

Melvyn Bragg :  It's the big message of the century isn't it?

Adam Phillips :  Yeah,that people die and kill for ideas.Now if this is the case,it seems to me,we have to be very mindful of the kind of ideals we're willing to pursue,and the cost of them.That we can't just simply say that we're going to better off aspiring say,to be godlike.It seems to me that one of  the things about a lot of Christian ideals,and Nietzsche's very interesting about this too,is that they create guilt driven people,or shame-filled people,that is to say,compared to our ideals,we look rather poor and pathetic [Exactly,it demeans man -LB].In other words we're always failing.Now this seems to me to be a rather diminishing way to live.It would be useful to have,as it were,realistic ideals for ourselves.Not ideals that are always,in a sense,humiliating us,or that we use to diminish other people.

[Exactly,it is religious fervour with it's idea that only gods are perfect and mankind is faulty by comparison,that leads to self-deprecation and a humbling of oneself,and the capacity to diminish and humble others.This is a negative trait,it puts people down when we should be uplifting them -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :  Well....

Melvyn Bragg :  You actually say in your book,Anthony,about ideals,you said,"could it be that notions human rights and equality so prominent a feature among consciousness,failed to prepare people for the fundamental fact that we're not all equal,not all can achieve equality,that leave us unable to cope with what is inevitably the condition in each of us",and you go on to say,"maybe upbringing, background and education ought to confer privileges on those who have them to a degree that they are better able to decide and to rule".Those are quite big steps forward aren't they?

[This is the government by the elite idea that at face value seems like the only viable and workable solution.It is still a subjective dictatorship,but one hopes that it would be benign and merciful.These themes are covered in "Forbidden Planet" which shows that even though the educated elite may indeed have mankind's best interests at heart,ultimately there is a bias and that even the elite aren't incorruptible in terms of the base urges.Kurt Vonnegut's "Harrison Bergeron" shows what a farce it is to suggest that elite rule is possible.I have great sympathies with the part played by Christopher Plummer in the film,who essentially is a benign,merciful educated dictator,but ultimately Harrison Bergeron's bringing down of the elite system because of it's basic inequality and questioning of upon what right the elite rule,is seen for the correct action it is.The only other scenario I can think of is anarchy,or mutual self-rule which is perhaps possible via the internet.But it seems human beings are obsessed with hierarchical top down structures,or perhaps these emerge out of our social systems by default.However I don't think it's impossible to create a power structure that works like the National Grid and I don't think there's anything really wrong with contributing what you can,and receiving what you need.Greed is the basic problem in human society -LB]

Anthony O'Hare : Yes,erm you've slightly changed the....

Melvyn Bragg :  Well,I thought I was moving on a bit.

Anthony O'Hare :  ...subject.But......it seems to me that at one level we have to say that all people are equal.They're all equal before the law,all equal in the sight of God,if you like [No I don't -LB].We have to respect everybody's individuality and personality up to a point in a formal,abstract way,but this does not mean that everybody is equally able to do everything.

[He's right there.It is the myth of modern political correctness to think that this is so.So only yesterday a deaf man was complaining of discrimination because he found it difficult to enter "Who wants to be a millionaire" because the entry questions are done over the phone and he couldn't hear them.This is not a bias of Carlton TV it is a deficiency in a hearing person to be able to use a device that is built for the ears.The man used a system that translated sound to typed messages and said that Carlton ought to be able to accommodate this system.Carlton countered,that a person could hear the questions on the phone and pass what they were to him in sign language.The deaf man rebutted that there wasn't enough time to do this before the phone line went dead waiting for a reply.But further,deaf people maintain that there is "deaf culture" in the "deaf community" and are aghast at people who wish to have their hearing back or view deafness as a deficiency,to such an extent that they are willing to try to stop people from having implants,even though they have never stopped hearing aids.They see their deficiency as a positive bonus,such a silly job political correctness has done on them.Indeed they do not view it as a deficiency.But IT IS.Lack of hearing is not a benefit.These people are inferior in terms of hearing (via sound) that is an absolute fact.This does not mean that they should be unequal under the law or be discriminated against or viewed as abnormal per se.But in the sense that having working ears is normal,then faulty ears is abnormal.I have faulty eyes,being short sighted,but I am not part of the "short sighted community" or the "spectacled community" because no such group exists.Such a flaw is a detriment,and necessarily as a matter of relevance eye testing is required to drive a car,and so it should be so.So I am discriminated against,and so I should be,because my eyes don't function correctly.This is like the aural/visual slapstick created in "See no evil,hear no evil" where the bind man (Richard Pryor) is driving whilst the deaf man (Gene Wilder) navigates,calling out instructions as to which way to steer,as only the blind man can drive.
 Both of them are required to do them job usually done by a man with both senses intact.It is absurd to call a blind man "a fully functioning normal human being".This is the silliness of political correctness -LB]

Adam Phillips :  But as anybody ever said that they were?

Anthony O'Hare :  Not every.....erm,I think that that's the direction of a certain prominent amount of egalitarian rhetoric.

Adam Phillips :   I don't think it is.

Adam Phillips :  That it ......

Melvyn Bragg :   Where have you heard this? I Mean.......

Adam Phillips :   No I really don't......sorry...Melvyn.

Melvyn Bragg :  No after you. [Mel is displaying his magnanimity -LB]

Adam Phillips :   It seems to me that people are not saying "everybody's exactly the same",but people are saying that "a good society would be one in which people were equal before the law" for example as you've said.

[Which means the "hang 'em high" brigade are out of touch.One cannot presume guilty,nor can one not give the same rights to criminals as everyone else.Nor can one resort to killing in order to chastise a killer,as this as I said before would defeat it's own object,and merely make murderers out of those ostensibly dispensing justice (vengeance).Two wrongs don't make a right,and this is mathematically true (ie -1 + -1 = -2 not +1),which begs the question posited in Sci-Fi films as to whether a machine might be better at deciding such issues than a human,as it would not be given to emotional biases (even though perhaps sometimes emotional biases stop injustice from going ahead).
 Does an "insanity" plea make sense as an excuse for murder? Ie if one's freewill and directive decision making capacities are either non-existent or relinquished under stress? Or is murder,murder? -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :  Well,I would agree with that yeah.

Adam Phillips :   It is manifestly untrue that people are not.......they don't look the same....they don't come from the same....they have different families et etc.It seems to me this is a kind of straw dog. [At least a straw dog has "ears",and so at least can't be discriminated against on the basis of deafness! -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :   Well I don't think it is a straw dog.I think you only have to look at a lot of the way that people speak about education [Ref:InoutmK1.wri],to see that what they are trying to do,is to produce an equality that is actually unattainable [Ref:InoutmA1.wri].

Melvyn Bragg :  They are trying to produce an equality of opportunity which is ...which is not attainable wholly,but you can get further towards it than we've got towards it before.I think they are trying for an equality of opportunity all over the political shop.

Anthony O'Hare :    But they tend to define equality of opportunity in terms of equality of outcome.

Melvyn Bragg :  Do they?

Anthony O'Hare :    Yes.In education they do,in many cases.

Melvyn Bragg :   Well I'm a governor of a comprehensive school and they don't define it in that way when I read their papers,go to their meetings. [There's nothing like facts and evidence to shoot an belief down in flames! -LB]

Adam Phillips :   It seems to me one can't give a compelling account of this,without having some sense of the history of what's involved.There have been large...huge numbers of people who have been educationally underprivileged.There is an attempt to right this.This seems to me to be an excellent thing.I don't think everybody's assuming that everybody's going to be President of the United States as a consequence.
[You what? You only have to play the sax and have the street cred to admit to oral sex in order to do that.In Harrison Bergeron who was president was decided on the basis of a game show and one of the proles was allowed to be president for a period purely on this basis,as it was irrelevant which ignoramus happened to be the face of leadership.Doesn't sound so different from what actually happens does it? A pile of uninformed,quiz-show,soap opera addicted,social trivia obsessed uneducated louts vote for the product of a aristocratic blood-line infested semi-religious institution,on the basis of how nice he/she appears on TV,and how politically correct they are.
Good leadership requires an educated populace,not an educated elite.Making judgements about what is right or who to vote for,or abstain from on the basis of emotional knee-jerking and taking exception to personalities is not the correct means of identifying good leaders,assuming we need one at all.Albeit it may be a means of ejecting unscrupulous liars and cheats.

There is a basic flaw in the "brainy people should get exceptional education" argument,apart from the fact that people are not treated equally,it is that something other than the populace's values is the discriminating parameter for admittance.In the case of our elite Universities,far from producing educated and literate and numerate capable people,it produces self interested egomaniacs with the capacity to lie and cheat,who make basic mathematical errors,who may have a biblical or conservative slant and pompously treat others with contempt thinking that they are inferior.In short they have no humility and no regard for others.The refrain I have heard from people who have attended such education systems are "Well I just pissed around for a few years" or similar comments.Entrants exit with an apathetic attitude that nothing is worth bothering with.Their aspirations have been curtailed, probably because of the inherent idea that they don't measure up to the ideal of God.These are the people who we expect to lead and govern.Innumerate cheats and apathetic liars,perhaps exemplified by Lord Archer,who in his running career attempted to set of before the start gun,falsified his A-level certificates,asked a friend to lie about his involvement with a whore,and writes pathetic literature,or perhaps Neil Hamilton in court with Harrod's Mr Al Fayed whereupon Mr Hamilton was referred to as being "capable of selling his mother for money",or Portillo lying about being having had gay encounters.All ungentlemanly conduct,in a futile attempt to appear to have "family values".
 If such people had been subject to the down to earth humility of someone less advantaged than themselves they may have had a different attitude,but the two-tier system of accelerating "capable" people only eradicates the potential for a really capable person to be found in the ranks of the "incapable".Such a tale is recounted in "Little Man Tate",which shows that performed ideas about what constitutes cleverness and what fosters it will never really conform to someone's ideas of what it is,or where it comes from.The film shows the drawbacks of "hot housing" cleverness,it makes the person into an education-only personality,when life is much more diverse.They therefore become incapable of socialising or dealing with wider aspects of human society,this is typified with comments like "being out of touch" being attributed to politicians and judges,and "arrogant and supercilious" being used for doctors and other officials who think they just know what is right,because they are a more informed or basically better person than those they face.
 Government by the elite or erudite is an obnoxious and insidious idea,and it actually fails to deliver in practice.Genius is exploited to the extent that the person in question is warped far outside their ability to do any real good for the masses.Such people as Martin Luther King and Ghandi were probably educationally above average,or maybe of above average intelligence.Their greatness in leadership came from their humility and modesty which can't really be taught -LB]

But it does mean that people have the opportunity.More people have more opportunities and access to the things that are valued.

Anthony O'Hare :   But I think the means by which this is being achieved is actually undermining opportunities for the best,

[There is no such thing as "the best".There is only those who people think are "the best".Anthony's view is stereotypical of an unthinking conservative who has vested interested in promoting a two tier system.What or whose criterion do you use to judge who is "the best"? Given equal opportunities those who are "the best" will naturally rise to the top.If they are incapable of doing so and are being undermined by an egalitarian system,then clearly they require something other than a level playing field biased in their favour and cannot be "the best" by definition.If everyone starts from the same point,those who are "the best" will be "naturally selected" by the environment,showing once again how powerful the idea is.A two tier system is the equivalent of taking an arbitrary population of creatures from their environment and giving them what we think will make them survive.They may be given "the best" of everything and still die,much as they do in zoos,when we don't understand that creatures enjoy being locked up as much as we do,they become morose unable to tend to their natural tendencies. Likewise attempting to foster "the best" by giving them special treatment is to misunderstand what education is.A teacher is a guide to allow inherent capacities to flourish,not indoctrinate pupils with a dogma or orthodoxy that exists in the culture or school system.In this way a two tier system creates an unnatural "zoo" environment for artificially selected pupils,and fails to address the capacity for individual free development on the pupils part.The fallacy was extolled excellently in "Little Man Tate" where taking him away from his environment and attempting to crowbar his cleverness into an idealised notion of what it entailed only served to make him miserable.Indeed "misery guts's" is a good description of those who our elite education systems produces.They seem to have had a "humour bypass".Cultivating genius requires knowledge of the correct growth medium.Being round other clever people can be a distraction to development as much as an aid.It certainly has a warping effect in that the pupil is not subject to normal wide experiences of life,and the environment of peers of like mind whilst possibly edifying,also creates the supercilious notion that they are "better" than other people and can thus treat them contemptuously."Better" is a value judgement,and I will always judge myself to be "better" than any person who has not interacted widely but has specialised in a very narrow line of concerns  -LB]

...and I mean,I don't want to get too political about this,but I....

Adam Phillips :  I think we can't get too political about this.

Anthony O'Hare :   I,I,I.....I,I,I.

Adam Phillips :  I want to know what "the best " is you see.

Anthony O'Hare :  Yes.

Adam Phillips :  What's "the best" that you are actually promoting for all of us?

[They've already admitted relativism hold sway,so any absolutist ideas of "the best" are unworkable -LB]

Anthony O'Hare : Well,we're simply talking about educational opportunity.

Adam Phillips :  Yes.No,in education.

Anthony O'Hare :  And it seems to me that the grammar schools are not the best for everybody,but the are the best for a certain group of people.

[And comprehensives are "the best" for others.So what does "the best" mean? The term has no overall meaning,and its absurd to suppose that their are a group called "the best" -LB]

And I think that the destruction of the grammar schools has been extremely undermining of our culture.

[No it has been extremely good for our culture.The grammar schools created a divisive system where those who didn't get in felt a failure and worthless.Moreover the idea that somehow what they had to offer was that good anyway is a matter of opinion.The grammar schools also seemed to harbour a traditional conservative religious framework that now spawns the like of Geoffrey Archer,so any idea that it was better is completely misinformed in actual fact it was worse,because with a Christian slant it taught people to be judgmental,self-superior,arrogant,pompous,and to be less than serious about serious issues,as indeed many of the conservatives are when faced with something they can't deal with.
In short their was a very noxious value system in place,the same one that is still idealised in our top universities,that somehow such people are closer to god or more holy and deserve things to fall into their laps and the expense of others who are less deserving.The idea was or is that the world owes them a living and we should be thankful that they are prepared to bestow their great gifts upon us.Strangely although scientists populate these hallowed halls as much as anyone else it is more usually those schooled in the arts or humanities who look down their noses.Scientists seem more humble and more considerate of their role by comparison.Perhaps this is because those schooled in sciences are predominantly of working class descent,and those schooled in the arts are predominantly aristocratic.
 CP Snow observed such a distinction in noting "The Two cultures",seeing that the arts and humanities were capable of mocking and running down science whilst not understanding it,whilst scientists,by virtue of being human beings,had intuitive relationships with the arts and humanities by default.This paraphrased as "An artist can't understand science because he's not a scientist,but a scientist can understand the humanities because he is human.If the division is true,then working class people are liable to be more humble and thankful for their position that they attained by hard work,whereas those of aristocratic descent may have achieved status by default,and so have never been humbled.An egalitarian system has humbling built into it,as superciliousness is soon kicked into touch by judgement of peers who may not have the same upbringing.
 Grammar schools were just a divisive means to maintain class distinctions so that priggish traditional Christian conservative types could continue their violin lessons without thinking that their child was under threat from a violent yob from a council estate.There is no other reason for their existence other than snobbery -LB]

Now this was done in order to promote equality,in order to quote "promote equality of opportunity" .What I think it has in fact done,is to deprive people from largely inner city and working class backgrounds of the opportunities they did have before.

[This presumes that grammar schools offered something that we are now missing.I don't think this is true.Modern comprehensives are every bit as capable of offering the same and more opportunities.It is government red tape and bureaucracy and league tables that diminish any school's ability to offer opportunities (as well as cash) -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Mmmmm,this is a different argument.....I think we're going to race on a political.....all I know is that my contemporaries who stayed on at Oxford and became Dons there,tell me that there's a higher level of applicant now than in my day,by a long way,that a lot of them come from comprehensive schools.When I was at this little grammar school in the north of England,we got two people to Oxford,we thought it was great,there's nine went to Oxford and Cambridge this year from that same comprehensive school and so on.

[The brilliant values which Anthony thinks offered "opportunities" are shown up for what they are in "The Guinea Pig" with Richard Attenborough,where a working class boy feels out of his depth even though intelligent enough when sent to an up market school,he is bullied,chastised and treated with contempt just for coming from a different background.The "opportunities" that such systems offer is the opportunity to judge people as less important than yourself who are different racially or by class, who do no fit into the "Ra Ra Ra",eject the riff-raff,trample the hoi poloi,snot-nosed self-superior ideology.Thankfully in terms of the gramamar schools we are well rid of this obnoxious "opportunity" to create such inconsiderate pugnacious little gits.Unfortunately it doesn't appear to have happened soon enough in Anthony's case -LB]

 I don't think it's an argument we should get into here and now.[Pity.Anthony might have been shown up for what he is -LB].You know it's interesting,but it's not what we're talking about.

Anthony O'Hare :   Sorry I only got into it because you asked me about egalitarian rhetoric.

Melvyn Bragg :   Yeah,yes,but yes,but you still haven't proved your point,it seems to me.It's just the same old stuff comes out....anyway I'm not going to be insulting about that. [A missed "opportunity" ! -LB]
Let's talk about science,and science and the idea of progress in the time we've got left.The...there was a notion that science was in many ways a new platform and certainly offered new solutions,which because they were based scientifically would be cleaner and better and more fertile than previous solutions.
[Look around that's exactly what it has delivered -LB]

Where did that notion take us Adam?

Adam Phillips :  Well I think in a way there might be a simple point here,which is that all these cultural practices have paradoxical and equivocal outcomes.One is never going to know the consequence,and it would seem to me an awful lot of people don't want to live in a world with a nuclear bomb,but almost everybody wants to live in a world with anaesthetics.So that it's inevitable that this is going to be a mixed bag [Pandora's Box -LB].So to be anti-science would be silly,it would seem to me,across the board.But it's inevitable that coming with,what is loosely defined as a scientific view,and it seems to me again,science covers an enormous number of different kinds of practices and methods,coming with scientific method has come a certain picture of what a person is.It's very different thinking of a person as a machine,than it is thinking of a person,as it were as more like a tree than a car,or more like an animal than a computer.In other words science throws up analogies of what we as people might be like,

[I should point out that the computer metaphor is dead.Science's current analogy is with a holograph.We are not automatons in the view of science,except perhaps in the eyes of AI researchers -LB]

and then we in the culture have to debate what we think about these.
[The idea is a for a dialogue,not blind denial on the basis of convicted beliefs -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Would you agree with that Anthony?

Anthony O'Hare :   Mmm,yes I think I would,erm it seems to me though that science itself is a product of a human aspiration,which itself is difficult to explain or understand in purely scientific mechanistic terms.

[Arrrrrrhhhh when will these people understand science is not mechanistic.That is an antiquated Newtonian view.Even the determinism in modern theories allows for a variation which allows order not chaos.A completely non-mechanistic model would mean that humans were so vaguely defined as to be random with no order whatsoever.Defined by ourselves,we have order,and so necessarily require some sort of determinism in the explanation.But modern methods explain the bit that mystical views always point to and say "but you can't explain the human capacity of X" as we are not robots.I'm afraid science CAN explain that bit and is doing,as one programme called "Nowhere left for the soul to hide"(R4Q&A2.htm) suggests,the idea that their is an aspect of humans that is so bizarre as to be beyond explanation is just wrong,and neither does the explanation in and of itself REDUCE human beings MERELY to anything, nor does it destroy our freewill.Scientific explanations of human capacities allows us to have our cake and eat it.We don't need superstitious ideas to explain what we are,they are irrelevant.That is "progress" -LB]

I think it's a desire to know and to acquire wisdom [In order to survive as the fittest -LB] for it's own sake,not for the sake of any utilitarian end,

[So then when we seek to predict earthquakes or tidal waves,or work on Chaos Theory to discover why land slides occur or where a Tornado will go or study statistics and geology to decide when a meteorite will fall,none of this is to aid or survival as a species,or to protect human life being lost from "Acts of God" which incidentally shows the malicious nature of such a deity that he will indiscriminately kill innocents without REASON.Something apparently that God does not have.Far from being moulded in his image,we far outstrip his irrational acts by requiring reasons for our actions.Of course attempts can be made to justify horrid actions by supplying reasons,which is perhaps how one attempts to justify social slaughter by placing on the back of a biological theory and attempting to say that we are built like X and so socially X is valid.All the more reason then to use reason to rebut such claims.
I am even forced to use reason here to back up my assertions and show their validity,which backs up my other assertion that brains basically reason and can't help doing so,and so anyone who doesn't is faulty.But then a rebuttal might be that I am using a biological basis on which to place a social assertion and I claim that this is not viable,which perhaps is why dialogue is necessary,to point out such circular self justifications and show how unworkable they may be.Or am I merely stating a biological fact? It requires rational argument or debate as Adam said -LB]

And that seems to me to be a fundamental human aspiration that would be difficult to explain on Darwinian or Freudian terms. [I just did,easy wasn't it? -LB] Difficult to explain.

[What is difficult to explain is esoteric and abstract  research that seemingly has no application. Fermat's Last Theorem is a case in point.Pythagoras's Theorem on which it is based is eminently practical indeed it maybe why the pyramids have accurate right angles,but it is unclear whether the replacing of the indices with a number beyond 2 has any real world relevance.At least the motive for doing so was just to see whether a relationship continued in the Nth level.As Simon Singh relates in his book based on the theorem,the solution provided by Andrew Wiles may not of itself have practical ramifications,but the maths created in order to solve the theorem may indeed find application,so one cannot know ahead of time what areas SHOULD be investigated or what things will be necessary to solve problems that may occur.This means that you can't have application orientated research alone.There must be "blue skies" research done "for its own sake",in order to produce things that may prove useful.In this sense there is a Darwinian explanation for things done for their own sake,this haphazard or intuition led interrogation of things,produces information which can be used to aid survival.That may not be WHY it is done,but it certainly has the consequence of aiding survival,so one can't rule out that this may be the motivation -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  It's undeniable that science has brought progress,in many ways and also great dangers. The bomb is the most obvious and so on.But coming back to what we started with,do you think that it is any way helping people to achieve moral progress? In your book you talk about.....you theme is not progress but "loss",and do you think it has brought more loss than gain in terms of the way we behave?

[The idea of loss means that "things are not as they were".Life is progress and change,it does not stay still.There is no halcyon period,and a detriment is a subjective value judgement.Science has caused more benefits than losses or at least as many gains as detriments.Anyone who thinks otherwise is quite entitled to have their teeth pulled without anaesthetics or surgery whilst awake,drink dirty water and get diseases,cut off their communications,walk everywhere,grow their own food,complete with pests etc etc,I doubt many have that level of conviction that science is that bad.They should put up or shut up.Stop moaning, we never had it so good -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :   I think that if people think that the only considerations that should be brought to bear on say a question like euthanasia or cloning or using embryos for spare parts,which are all questions we are confronted with,and which seem to me to be eroding the sacredness of human life.

[Who says it is sacred? That is a religious idea or a traditional/cultural idea.We value ourselves in terms of our survival and self preservation,but it isn't sacred,if it were wars would not be fought. Elevating things to the level of sacred is what causes people to defend to the death.Obviously seeing human life as dispensable as a piece of paper is a situation not many would be happy with,but by the same token we are emotionally attached to certain ideas and objects,and the emotions can get in the way of what makes sense.There are issues surrounding GM food for instance,but going into a blind panic and ripping out GM crops and trashing them is not the correct reaction.If human life is held in such high regard then so too should animal life,but many people who have a problem with "playing God" or use of embryos etc eat meat,which to me makes no sense and is inconsistent with views on the ethical treatment of such things as foetal tissue.
 If proteins that exist in meat were man made into meat burgers,I would have no objection to eating them,since they were never alive,it is a matter of dispute as to at what point an egg after splitting in two actually is capable of feeling pain or witnessing death.It is only superstitious ideas of "soul" that cause such uses to be scrutinised as being unethical.I still eat eggs which are what would become chicken foetuses.I have no ethical objection to eating eggs since they weren't alive.Why do not ant-abortionist and those who object to foetus use campaign to stop eggs being eaten? I bet most of them eat eggs without any consideration of the hypocrisy involved.There is no "erosion" going on.Science is merely challenging us to face up to ethical an moral dilemmas that prior to now did not require thinking about,showing how inadequate antiquated scriptures are at providing us with moral answers to such choices.Nowhere in the bible or Koran does it say "Thou shalt not eat eggs" but this is essentially killing if those who see an ethical problem with foetuses are to be believed.
 Any idea that humans are special and have soul and animals don't,is arrogantly anthrocentric.There is no evidence that animals are distinctly different in such a manner.Anthony's view is indicative of the public mood with regard to science.He is afraid of Frankeinstein type effects.His basic spiritual views make him fearful,rather than allow him to face his responsibilities -LB]

If people think that the only consideration that should be taken into account there is a scientific consideration then I think it is leading to moral loss.

[No one,not even scientists (except perhaps raving reductionists and determinists) would suggest that moral decisions have anything to do with science.Science cannot and should not be the only consideration in such situations.It is NOT science's remit to consider ethical dilemmas.Science creates such dilemmas by default,it doesn't do so on purpose just to bug the hell out of people! It is up to moral philosophers and the public and politicians to figure out what will and won't be allowed and whether things breech what is tolerable.After all before now brain or heart surgery would have been thought unthinkable as they might have been considered to be the seats of the soul or mind,and that intervening in them would be the "work of the devil".Now it is common place,and people accept it because it is helpful in alleviating suffering,they are also less silly than to believe that here bodies are repositories for homunculi and spirits that can be upset by surgery.
 We have massive telescopes that see to the edge of the universe and no god is peering back at us.We have investigated the human body such that we are almost capable of making a duplicate,and no soul has ever been come across.One wonders where the mystics would think a soul would be in a clone,or is Dolly the Sheep and evil demon with no soul!!! We should stop living in the past and face up to the future,because it's coming faster every day,and we need to be ready for it -LB]

If they think that,but of course that's not an inevitable consequence of science?

Adam Phillips :  Why does life have to be sacred in order to be valuable? [I preempted that one -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :  I think that we have to preserve a civilised society [A civilised society would not treat animals the way that it does -LB] we have to keep a sense of the respect for individual life [A foxes life for instance? -LB],and I think that without some notion of it being sacred,and without there being a notion of there being certain things that are off limits [Censorship?? And who is going to decide what's off limits? And what criterion are they going to use? -LB] in dealing with other people, we will erode that sense in away that will be eventually disastrous.[It will be disastrous only in terms of your values Anthony-LB]

[How do we know that it will necessarily be so bad.The prior generation moan that things are worse now.I feel that in the same way morally,things will be worse tomorrow,but this "direction" downwards could be that I am becoming more stoical with age,I dread the day when I am heard to utter "It was much better in my day",and bemoan the "loss" of the halcyon period of my youth (in fact I have already done so).Morality changes it is dynamic,it is a matter of opinion as to whether it is worse,there is no objective reference point.The Mary Whitehouse (Washington wives) types would like to have us believe that we are morally repugnant,based on the idea that sex is dirty and that eating from the tree of knowledge was a sin.That we are heading fro Sodom and Gomorra.Well societies have done it before and will like as not do it again.If the idea is to avoid a Caligula-like state,and assert SOME moral authority,rather than none,then it is incumbent upon those who worry about this to be active in the socio-political machinery to ensure that things that they do not wish to happen,don't happen. Carping about what science does or what moral dilemmas are faced is useless.It is necessary to be part of the debate and transfer of information about what should be done,in order to do this it is necessary to be informed about the issues,which means sitting watching soaps and quiz shows is an anathema to participation.These programmes are part of the symptom of "erosion" presuming it exists,they are there as a opiate to keep the populace amused (not in Eastenders case) whilst those who have a vested interest in outcomes of this type carry on manipulating.It is a con.The soaps and quizzes are there as a lobotomising effect to stop participation in the debate.The mind numbing effect and the creation of obsession with trivia,defocuses attention on actual issues.People are more bothered about which soap character is having problems in their relationship than what is happening in real life.In "Harrison Bergeron" it is exactly this idea that is used to support the requirement for rule by the elite,informed educated supermen.They say the public like their dross TV that requires little of them,they don't want to think or be faced with weighty dilemmas and issues,they prefer to be docile and mindless,so why bother them with these things,just toss them a few inane quiz shows and they'll be happy as pigs in mud. I despise this contemptuous view of the public,but tit appears that it's true.Our only hope,apart from Ben Kenobi,is that take-up in higher education is increasing,even though jobs are scarce,showing that there other reasons to be informed other than merely getting a job.That's a difficult thing to explain to a pupil who has been indoctrinated into thinking he needs the latest expensive labelled trainers -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But it's very odd..cloning you use in a sort of alarmist way as if  there is sacred human life,but you wouldn't disagree with heart transplants,liver transplants,and so we clones all over the place,they're called "twins",so where do you stop there? [When Anthony imposes his semi religious emotionally based alarmist fears on the rest of society -LB]

Anthony O'Hare :  I think I think this is indeed one of the major dilemmas of our age,and one which I don't think actually we have the resources to solve,

[A few more minds like Robert Pirsig should do it amply I think -LB]

which is also one of the things I say in my book.What worries me,is that drip by drip,drip by drip,step by step we're going down a slippery slope,that may lead us to all kinds of results,which now we'd find very unpalatable,but which we're quite likely to get to.

[So what,that's science.It's worked so far,on the hoof,designing what we'll tolerate as we go,I dare say a Victorian would find Hellraiser 3 or many video labyrinth games unpalatable,but we accept them as normal.Times change.A slippery slope is defined in terms of someone's moral stance.I confess to having the same misgivings,and also of the laxity of sexual morality,but then I live in a society that has a Judeo-Christian guilt complex.As I said before I think what is going wrong is not really that nudity sex or violence are distinct problems,it is the context in which they are conveyed.Sex is portrayed as seedy,as opposed to loving.Those who are in porn industries are exploited,regardless of whether there is anything wrong with nakedness per se.There is an immorality anyway.The naivety of the person is being exploited by the unscrupulous,and it is the exploitation that is immoral,but that's my value judgement -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Talking brutally ,a hundred years ago,with a lot of the things in place which you seem to like very much.We started on a slippery slop that sent us on one of the biggest black holes in human kind's history.

Anthony O'Hare : Well it was but I must just say that the ideals which led to that slippery slope namely Communism and Marxism,were fundamentally godless ideals.

[It takes two to have an argument.We are just as responsible as everyone else,if not more so for having belief in a myth.Perhaps if we were godless we wouldn't have felt so threatened by Communism. Certainly the US had an allergic reaction to Communism because of a perceived threat to their value system.If everyone had got passed silly deities and moved on those ideas might have been seen as human centred.Communism makes more sense in theory than what we have now,it's certainly more egalitarian.It's only in practice that it has flaws,perhaps less flaws than our system. LB]

Adam Phillips :  No but also,think what people have done in the name of God.I mean this idea that somehow to believe in the sacred is to believe in the kind,seems to me preposterous.

[It also leads to biased statements like blaming godlessness for wars,when it is quite easy to turn it on its head and suggest that it wouldn't have happened if God had not been in the equation.The idea is that somehow God supplies "rightness" and that to subdue Communism or Marxism is the"right" thing to do.In an open society this certainly is preposterous.Marxism and Communism are not innately evil and it is the height of arrogance to suggest that it was completely legitimate to kill people because they were godless,again showing the absurdity of belief in god.If those principled people had actually followed their doctrine no one would have died.Because the jealously guarded a myth,they were prepared to hypocritically breech their own axioms,and then blame the other side as if they were in any way to blame.In Anthony's view the god fearing are blameless of any killing because they are the holy "right" side.His closed social views are an anathema to an open society,they are certainly not civilised and are retrogressive -LB]

Think of the religious wars,people are killing and have killed millions of people for the sacredness of life.This is truly amazing! [There is no end to the contradictions that the faithful will accommodate -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   And it's still going on in Europe.

Anthony O'Hare :  I am not saying that all or any religious belief would be the sort of thing that I want,but I still think that we have to have a sense of mankind as somehow spiritual outside the material.

[I can go for that.But modern science allows this to happen,so their isn't a conflict -LB]

How that's interpreted,of course is another question.

Melvyn Bragg :    I think the religious dimension is important to bring in but actually...and it's important to.....I think the "why" question,and that's a huge think to cope with,but I don't think that just by saying "the sacred" is something that governs everything.I don't think we can live by that alone.
I think we have to stop now,I'm very sorry about that,thanks very much Adam Phillips and Anthony O'Hare,and thank you for listening.

